






















































































































































Doppler LiDAR and Laser Altimeter
Comparisons
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• There are no major or minor differences between the 
physical vehicle and the design model
Differences
Comparisons
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SIGI
LN200
GPR (JAVAD)BUS Coupler
GNC 
ConnectorSIGI Mount
Alignment Laser
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LN200
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LN200IMU_
MORPHEUS.PRT
GPS-MAST-ASSY.ASM
BUS_COUPLER_DF.PRT
GNC_ENCLOUSE_
VOLUME_ONLY.PRT
GNC_CONNECTOR_
BRACKET_SHEET.PRT
SIGI_MORPH_DF.PRT
SIGI_MOUNT.PRTGNC_PLATE_1-5.PRT
GN&C Plate
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Differences
– GPS Antenna Assembly is located on the top of the HDS CE Shelf 
in order to obtain accurate navigation readings
– In the design model there is not an account for the Alignment Laser 
that is located on top of the SIGI. 
– AHRS antenna not located in the design model
Comparisons
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Recommendations
• Keep an up to date file of changes, additions, 
replacements and removals 
– Therefore avoiding repetitive mistakes or mishaps
– File should consist of photos, detailed descriptions 
including purpose of change, who approved the 
change and what are the expectations with this 
change implemented 
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Summary
• Overall Difference: 
• Current Physical Vehicle Dry Mass (approximate): 2238lbs.
• Current Design Vehicle Mass: 2149.69lbs.
• Approximately 88.31 lbs dissimilarity
• Remaining Work:
• Continue to meet with subsystem leads to finalize any 
uncertainties within the MEL
• Add wiring and other details to design model, so that all 
weight and mass measurements can be as accurate as 
possible.
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Experiences at JSC
• Morpheus Tests
– Access Control
• Shuttlebration
• EA3 All Hands
• JSC Academic Scholarship
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Future Plans
• Back to the DFW area
• Return to University of Texas at Arlington
– Fall 2012
• Morpheus Free Flight Kennedy Space Center
• Back to JSC 
– Hopefully Summer 2013
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